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Introduction

Goal

Adapting the density-peak approach
to the important but not trivial task
of clustering graph-structured data.

Motivations

1. Favorable properties of the density-
peak approach;

2. No previous attempts to use it in
order to cluster structured data ob-
jects (one of the goals of OODA);

3. Lack of a well-established method
to cluster graph-structured data.

Object-Oriented Data Analysis

Stream of research concerned
with the analysis of data objects
in their most natural form, how-

ever complex may it be [11].
⇒ Object-Oriented Data Analy-
sis (OODA) should provide the

tools to analyze structured data ob-
jects, such as functions or graphs.

Clustering

Task of grouping elements from
a set in such a way that elements
in the same group (also defined as

cluster) are in some sense simi-
lar to each other, and dissimilar to
those belonging to other groups.

Methods

Mode-based clustering

Nonparametric clustering method that
works by first estimating the density,
usually via Kernel Density Estimators

(KDE), and then identifying in some way
the modes and the corresponding clus-

ters, also defined as basins of attraction.

Basics

Idea: clusters may be thought of
as regions of high density sep-
arated from other such regions
by regions of low density [7].

Formally introduced in the sta-
tistical literature by [8, 1].

Notation

• f is the density function of the r.v.
X ∈ Rd ;

• M = {m1, . . . ,mr} are f ’s local
maxima (where the Hessian is
non-degenerate);

• the number of local maxima r is
not assumed to be known.

Ascent paths and basins
of attraction

• For x ∈ Rd , there is a unique gra-
dient ascent path from x to one
of the r modes (excluding sets of
measure zero);

• sets of points whose ascent paths
arrive at the same mode is the
cluster, or basin of attraction [2],
defined by that mode.

Integral curves

• Integral curve through x is a path
πx : R→ Rd such that:

i. πx(0) = x;

ii. π ′x(t) = ∇ f (πx(t));

• integral curves partition the space;

• destination ϕπ of integral curve πx:

ϕπ(x) = lim
t→∞

πx(t).

Clusters

• Cluster corresponding to mode m j:

C j = {x : ϕπ(x)=m j}, j = 1, . . . ,r;

• resulting partition C = {C1, . . . ,Cr}
is formed of the r population
clusters.

Kernel Density Estimators

• f (x) is usually unknown ⇒ tradi-
tionally estimated via KDE;

• KDE with bandwidth h > 0:

f̂h(x) =
1

nhd ∑
i

K
(
||x−Xi||

h

)
;

• X1, . . . ,Xn r.s. from f , while K a
smooth and symmetric kernel.

Estimated clusters

• Cluster corresp. to estimated mode m̂ j:

Ĉ j = {x : ϕ̂π(x) = m̂ j}, j = 1, . . . ,r;

• to get Ĉ j, need a method to find:

– modes M̂ = {m̂1, . . . , m̂r} of f̂h(x);

– ϕ̂π(x), i.e. integral curve destina-
tions under f̂h(x), for of any x;

• here, focus on the density-peak method.
Density-peak algorithm

Method to find the modes M̂ =
{m̂1, . . . , m̂r} of f̂h(x), as well as
ϕ̂π(x), in mode-based clustering.

First introduced in [9].

Basics

Idea: cluster centers (the modes) sur-
rounded by neighbors with lower local

density, and at a relatively large distance
from points with a higher local density.

For each observation xi, compute:

• local density ρi;

• minimum distance δi from other
points with higher local density.

Local density

• Local density ρi of data point xi:

ρi = ∑
j

I(di j−dc);

• di j = d(xi,x j) distance between xi
and x j, and dc a cutoff distance;

• interpretation: ρi is the number of
points that are closer than dc to xi;

• robust wrt dc (for large n).

Minimum distance

• Minimum distance δi between xi and
any other x j with higher density:

δi = min
j:ρ j>ρi

(di j);

• by convention, the point with highest
density has δi = max j(di j);

• idea: non-critical points have δi con-
strained by other points within the
same cluster
⇒ cluster centers are points for which
the value of δi is very large.

Properties

• nonspherical clusters detection;

• built-in selection for the number of
clusters;

• no need for data to be embedded
in vector spaces∗;

• no need to maximize the density
for each data point∗;

∗additional properties wrt the main com-
petitor, i.e. mean-shift algorithm [3, 4]
⇒ density-peak is much faster

Point distribution

Data points ranked in order of de-
creasing density (source: [9]).Decision graph

Decision graph to choose the clusters’ centers
based on the values of ρi and δi (source: [9]).

Graphs

Definition

Mathematical object made of a set of
vertices linked by edges between them.

• vertices represent entities;

• edges represent relationships.

[Yes, this poster is graph-shaped.]

Usage examples

To model and analyze Internet, brain
networks, food webs, social networks.

Notation

• Graph: G = (V,E);

• vertex: v ∈V ;

• edge: e ∈ E;

• e ∈ E joins u,v ∈ V , i.e. e = {u,v}
⇔ u and v are neighbors;

Adjacency matrix

• Convenient way to represent G;

• |V |×V | matrix A with entries:

Apq =

{
wpq if {p,q} ∈ E
0 otherwise

;

• p,q ∈ {1, . . . , |V |} and wpq is the
edge weight.

Distance between graphs

• Edge Difference Distance [6]:
Frobenius norm of the difference
between two graphs’ adj. matrices;

• EDD between graphs xi and x j:

dED
i j = ||Ai−A j||F :=

√
∑
p

∑
q
|Ai

pq−A j
pq|2;

• Ai and A j are the adjacency matri-
ces of xi and x j.

Density-peak adaptation

• Biggest step in adapting density-
peak lies in identifying an appro-
priate distance between graphs;

• no well-established solution [5];

• EDD works fine with signed,
directed and weighted graphs,
yields reasonable results and is
time-efficient.

Simulation results

Simulation setup

• 600 random graphs;

• k equal sized classes, with
k = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6};

• generation method: G(n, pc)
Erdős–Rényi model;

• n = 100 nodes in each graph;

• pc: connection probability for
class c, with c = 1, . . . ,k.

Results visualization

• Multidimensional scaling (MDS)
plot where each point is a single
random graph;

• different point clouds represent
different classes;

• dots are colored based on the clus-
ter they have been assigned to by
our approach.

• k = 2;

• pc = {0.45, 0.55}.
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• k = 3;

• pc = {0.4, 0.5, 0.6}.
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• k = 4;

• pc = {0.35, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65}.
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• k = 5;

• pc = {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7}.
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• k = 6;

• pc = {0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65, 0.75}.
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Conclusions
and future work Discussion

• Our approach yields perfect clus-
tering results in all five cases;

• choice of EDD as distance is ok;

• from other attempts, it turns out
that, as k gets larger, results get
less robust wrt changes in pc.

Concluding remarks

• Although preliminary, results are
promising;

• more extensive testing required
to better understand limits and
potentiality of our approach;

• adapting a general approach in-
stead of building tailor-made ones
allows to benefit from a larger
community’s efforts.

Future work: idea #1

Test the method both in more
complex simulation scenar-

ios, and with real-world data.

Future work: idea #2

Exploit recent density-peak algo-
rithm variants to reduce computa-
tional time (see [10] for a review).

Future work: idea #3

Consider other types of struc-
tured data, such as functions,

persistence diagrams and shapes.

Future work: idea #4

Study the statistical properties of
density-peak clustering both with

traditional and structured data.
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